
 

Directions to Ontrex AG 

Ontrex AG, Haldenstrasse 23, 8306 Brüttisellen, Switzerland 
Tel.: +41 44 835 1000, Fax: +41 44 835 1001, info@ontrex.ch 
 

We recommend using public transport  

From Dietlikon railway station (fast trains S3 & S8 from Zurich) you can 
reach our offices taking the 796 bus (direction “Wangen, 
Flugsicherungszentrum”) in about 3 minutes. Please note that the bus stop 
Dietlikon Bahnhof/Bad is located at the parking lot of the swimming pool 
“Faiswiesen”, not at the main bus stop next to the railway building. The bus 
stop Brüttisellen-Haldenbrücke is located right in front of the Innovation 
Center which houses the Ontrex offices. 

If you prefer to walk from the railway station, getting to Ontrex should take 
you approx. 10 - 15 min. Just follow “Brüttisellerstrasse” straight across the 
intersection with “Zürcherstrasse” onto “Stationsstrasse”. After a few hundred 
meters “Stationsstrasse” is crossed by a highway bridge. The Innovation 
Center is the last building on your left before reaching the underpass under 
the highway. 

 

By car 

From the highway intersection of A1 / A15 “Brüttiseller Kreuz” follow the blue 
exit signs “Brüttisellen Dietlikon”. At the traffic lights at the end of the highway, 
turn right onto “Zürichstrasse”. At the traffic light (approx. 150 meters) turn 
right again onto “Stationsstrasse”.  

Follow “Stationsstrasse” for approx. 400 meters. Ontrex is located in the last 
building on your left before the underpass of highway A1.  

Marked parking spaces for visitors can be found along the building in 
“Schüracherstutz” road. 



 
You will find further parking spaces in the parking zones in the immediate 
vicinity, such as in Ruchstuckstrasse. In addition, you can use the numbered 
spaces 23 - 26 in the parking lot "Ruchstuckstrasse Unter der 
Autobahnbrücke" (47.41801, 8.63070). 

GPS devices should use “Brüttisellen, Schüracherstutz” as their destination 
(47.41966, 8.63157) 

 

 

Please visit https://goo.gl/maps/XaDazdAoDLy to view our office building in 
Google Street View. 

Please note that the intersection Zürichstrasse – Stationsstrasse has 
undergone major changes recently. Not all GPS systems might be aware of 
the new layout, yet. 

  



 
Our office 

The entrance to the Innovation Center is located on the bottom of the hill in 
“Schüracherstutz”, going up the big concrete ramp. 

Inside the building please take the stairway one floor up to our reception 
area. An elevator is located at the far end of the building. 

Our training center can be found on the entrance level of the building, right 
behind the large auditorium on the left. 

 

Hotel recommendations 

For our visitors arriving by public transport, we recommend choosing a hotel 
in downtown Zurich near the S-Bahn lines S3 or S8.  

You can reach the train stations Zürich Stadelhofen or Zürich Hauptbahnhof 
by taking the bus line 796 to the train station Dietlikon and continue with the 
S train lines S3 or S8 in approx. 20 - 25 minutes travel time incl. transfer 
times from the office Ontrex. 

 

If you travel to us by car and do not want to drive to a hotel in the city of 
Zurich or Winterthur, the following hotel can be found near our office: 

Centra Hotel Zurich 

New Winterthur Street 12 

8303 Bassersdorf 

044/838 9191 www.centrazurich.ch 

 

From Ontrex, follow Haldenstrasse / Stationsstrasse back to Zürichstrasse. 
There you turn right onto Zürichstrasse, direction Winterthur. Soon this 
becomes Neue Winterthurerstrasse. You will reach the hotel after about 5 
minutes. A free parking lot is located directly at the hotel. 


